
DelMarVa Chicken Festival 

Trackmaster’s Report 

 

The 65th and LAST DelMarVa Chicken Festival was held at the Queen Anne’s County 4-H Park on Friday 

and Saturday June 20th and 21st.   This event was started by the  Delmarva Poultry Industry as a 

promotion vehicle and after 65 years, DPI decided that their marketing efforts will be focused in other 

directions in the future.  Since this was the last Chicken Festival, Queen Anne’s County put extra effort 

into advertising the event and record crowds attended.  The attendance estimate, made by those selling 

fried chicken dinners cooked in the world's largest frying pan (10 ft. diameter), was between 25,000 to 

30,000.  The Friday chicken sales depleted the supply of chicken so Perdue brought in an additional 18-

wheeler full of chicken Saturday morning.  By 7 

PM, that chicken supply was exhausted. 

When Queen Anne’s County was selected for this 

year’s Festival, the NCT members who also belong 

to the Queen Anne’s Railroad Society asked if a 

modular layout could be setup in the 4-H rifle 

range as we had done for the previous Festival.  

The County agreed and allocated the entire room 

to the QARRS for trains layouts and displays.  The 

QARRS and the NCT provided Z, HO, and O layouts, 

and the QARRS brought over railroad artifacts from 

their freight station restoration project.  

         Z gauge skillet layout 

For the 0 Gauge modular trains, John Harper designed a 21x35 ft.  layout that included a turntable and 

yard.  Dave Sealing’s ‘T’ modules provided the yard connections to the inside loop and a bit of custom 

track cutting fitted John Harper’s ‘Y’ module between the ‘T’ and Paul Derdel’s yard fan-out leading to 6 

yard tracks.  One problem encountered was not enough Trackers (with new wiring harnesses) signed up.   

John was planning to use 2-track Jones plug modules owned by Eastern Shore Trackers, but Chick 

volunteered to bring an additional 4 modules with 3 tracks and an interchange across the three tracks.  

Chick’s additional modules were not converted to the new harness so to address power distribution, 

John built a 20 ft. cable to bridge PowerPole bus wires across Chick’s modules and to provide power into 

Jones plugs for Chick’s modules.   Barry Sheehe added a middle track to the Geezer Gate so the layout 

had three tracks throughout which provide plenty of running time for the participants. 

To reflect the County’s agriculture ties, John wanted the layout to feature the agriculture-related 

scenery including a number of farm scenes.  The NCT wide radius corners are scenery impaired so John 

adapted triangular modules to fit behind the corner modules and hold additional scenery.  The result 

was a scenery-rich layout that started with a grain tank scene provided by QARRS President Royden 

Powell followed by Barry Sheehe’s town and fire scene, Fred Koester’s grain elevators, and George 



Tsakiris’ barn and farmstand scenes.  John added blank (track-less) modules to back up the 24” deep 

modules and added his collection of farm buildings, tractors, and animals to Fred and George’s scenes.   

 



The cornerstone of the farm scenery was QARRS 

President Royden Powell’s grain tanks and 

commemorative grain hoppers.  Royden designed 

custom decals for the 65th Chicken Festival and 

produced 6 cars – each with a unique label for the 

chicken producers on the Eastern Shore.  At the close 

of the Festival, the cars were auctioned to benefit the 

QARRS.  NCT Junior member Jackson Van Ness, who 

was visiting the Eastern Shore that weekend, brought 

train to run and won the bidding for the Tysons Chicken 

car. 

 

 

The layout looked great with lots of compliments by the visitors.  Thanks to Barry, Chick, Dave, Fred, 

George, and Paul for all of the hard work getting the layout setup and working well and looking great for 

this event.  Additional thanks to John’s wife Karen and her sister Susan for transporting and setting up all 

of John’s farm scenery.  

 

 



Running trains would not be complete without live steam, so John fired the Museum of Eastern Shore 

Life’s 1917 Peerless steam tractor early on Saturday AM.   Chick Keenan and Paul Derdel apprenticed on 

operating live steam and after stoking the firebox for 2+ hours, drove the tractor around the park until 

lunch time.  John kept the flywheel turning for the enjoyment of onlookers until steam pressure 

dropped to zero.    The tractor’s steam whistle won the horn honking contest started by the antique car 

show folks, and sounded much better (and louder) than the MTH and Lionel offerings on the layout.  

Dave’s grandson Liam is (holding his ears in the photo) had a great time running trains and playing on 

the steam tractor. 

 

 

Teardown on Saturday evening proceeded smoothly and Dave and George packed up their gear and 

departed.  The rest of the crew arrived on Sunday AM and finished teardown.  Chick returned the Krash-

II to Dave’s house. 



 

  



News (zoom in to read) 

 



Technical 

The three loops were powered up with TMCC and DCS working on all main lines.  

The position of the Legacy base antenna in the cabinet is shielded by the TIUs and resulted in poor or 

failed communication between the CAB-2 and the Legacy base.  We replaced the antenna mounted on 

the Legacy base with John’s 2.4 GHz antenna (with extension cable) and mounted the antenna on the 

top of the power cabinet.   

Recommendation: the club purchase the necessary RF cables so the Legacy base antenna can be 

mounted on the top of the power cabinet. 

The yard and turntable needed power and after examining the yard cable in the power cabinet, we 

determined that the lug-terminated “input” cable should be connected to a third yard transformer.  

How to use the “output” cable was problematic – it was terminated with PowerPoles and we did not 

find a PowerPole to bare wire adapter cable in the power cabinet.  Rather than cut off the PowerPole 

termination  to connect bare wires, Dave traced the wiring of the yard input cable to the TIU and using a 

collection of Jones plug extension cables, we brought power to the yard and turntable directly from the 

TIU’s output terminals.  We then found the TIU’s output was zero volts – the TIU was in variable mode 

and after another timeout to consult the manual, we converted the output to fixed mode and had 

power to the yard.  Unfortunately, DCS signal was inconsistent or non-existent on that TIU channel’s 

output.  To operate the yard, we transferred our jury-rigged output cable to the programming track 

output and finally had DCS usable on the turntable and in the yard. 

A side effect of using the programming track output for the yard was no engines could be 

recognized/programmed unless we temporarily disconnected the yard output. 

Recommendations: Test the TIU’s yard output to verify that it works – reprogram or replace the TIU so 

the yard can be used for DCS operations.  Provide a circuit diagram that clearly shows how the power 

cabinet is wired for yard power.  Provide a PowerPole adapter cable so the yard output cable can be 

connected to any yard/turntable module that has a terminal strip.  Test the whole yard power setup.  

The Lionel Legacy signal, which worked fine until the end of the second day, became weak or completely 

failed in the last hour of operation.  Symptoms were flickering headlights and completely non-

responsive engines in the yard, on the turntable, and main lines. 

Recommendation:  Check the Legacy signal output (see Dale Manquen’s “Measuring the TMCC/Legacy 

track signal strength” article on the Web) and repair or replace the Legacy base if needed. 

 


